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Abstract This work proposes a notion of accountability for multi-agent systems,
that supports the development of robust distributed systems. Accountability is
grounded on responsibility, and encompasses both a normative dimension, and a
structural dimension. For realizing robust distributed systems, conceived as agent
systems or organizations, it is necessary to keep a right level of situational aware-
ness, through the introduction of the means for gathering and propagating ac-
counts, upon which actions can be taken. This paper presents a formalization of
accountability, including the accountability lifecycle, for the design of robust agent
organizations. Particular attention is given to the interplay of accountability and
goals, by describing typical patterns in which accountability affects the state of an
agent’s goals and vice versa. We illustrate the practical aspects of the proposal by
means of JaCaMo [16].
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1 Introduction

Agent organizations (e.g., [2]) are a well-known abstraction for conceptualizing
and developing distributed systems. The organization metaphor is, in fact, a useful
mechanism for modularizing code spread over different software components, that
are opaque and independent of each other. Agent organizations show the same
kind of structure and of advantage that sociologist Dave Elder-Vass explains for
human organizations: an organization provides a structure of constraints that allow
a system consisting of many parts to act as a whole, with the aim of achieving
goals that otherwise would not be achievable (or not as easily) [29].

Many approaches to multiagent systems and organizations, e.g. [19,15,25,39],
provide the means to design and realize the correct, expected behavior of the sys-
tem, capturing exactly what agents should do to contribute to the achievement of
the organizational goal. For instance, many approaches rely on norms (rules, pro-
tocols, etc.) to define what is expected of each agent and which sanction is applied
when an agent does not comply. Sanctions are intended as deterrents to prevent
norm violation, i.e., to keep the execution oriented towards the achievement of the
organizational goal.

The problem is that when the system faces an abnormal situation (i.e., a per-
turbation) and some agent fails to achieve a goal, sanctions are of little utility,
if any [22,8,11]. In this case, in fact, the agent may have earnestly tried its best
to do what expected, but something which is not under its control hindered the
achievement. What is missing in the picture is some support for allowing agents
to provide an account on what happened, propagating it through an appropri-
ately devised structure inside the organization, for reaching those agents that are
equipped with the means for coping with it. Such a tool aims at making the or-
ganization more robust, that is, capable to keep an acceptable behavior in spite
of unforeseen, abnormal, or stressful conditions. We see robustness [1] as a crucial
property for scaling from agents to agent organizations, and make a proposal that
is based on the concepts of accountability and responsibility.

Accountability is extremely important in the human world. The kind of ac-
countability we refer to is well-described in a report by the United Nations De-
velopment Programme (UNDP) [30]. UNDP’s accountability framework describes
organization-wide processes for monitoring, analyzing, and improving performance
in all aspects of the organization. The framework gives managers the means to ad-
dress recurring and systemic issues, and to incorporate lessons learned into future
activities. Inside the framework, accountability is supported, among other things,
by formally documented functions, responsibilities, authority, management expec-
tations, policies, processes and instruments for improving performance.

Contribution. This paper proposes a formalization of accountability in multiagent
organizations (MAOs). This supports the development of robust distributed sys-
tems by enabling the specification of a proper treatment of possible perturbations.
In our approach, accountability is grounded on the notion of responsibility, and
is introduced along both its normative and its structural dimensions, to express
who is expected to provide an account to whom (and under which circumstances),
and to specify further requirements on how responsibilities should be distributed
through the agents in order to produce authoritative accounts. The proposal is
independent of the specific organizational model, nevertheless, we illustrate the
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practical use of accountability by exploiting JaCaMo [16]. This paper extends [13]
in several ways. In first lieu, the conceptual model for robust organizations is re-
fined. Then, we introduce the lifecycle of accountability, and we show the interplay
of accountability and goals by describing six rules that amount to typical patterns,
in which accountability affects the state of an agent’s goals and vice versa. For each
rule we report a corresponding programming schema for the extension of JaCaMo
with accountability. This contribution is completed by the discussion of three sce-
narios where the rules (and schemas) are used for tackling specific problems.

2 Realizing Accountable MAOs

The notion of accountability has recently gained the attention of many authors
(see e.g., [3,7,22,24]), who see a powerful software engineering tool in it. We agree
and add that accountability is fundamental to design and realize robust agent
systems. The authors of [1] say on robustness: “A [property] of a [system] is robust
if it is [invariant] with respect to a [set of perturbations].” Brackets are original
and emphasize that a formal treatment of robustness requires a proper system
specification. In other terms, robustness is primarily a matter of good design, which
in turn demands for proper engineering tools. We see in accountability such a tool.

Building upon sociology literature [28,32,47], in agent organizations (e.g., [3,
24]), accountability is a mutually accepted social relationship between two parties
such that (1) one of the parties (“account taker” or a-taker) can legitimately
demand, under certain conditions, an account about a process of interest, and
(2) the other (“account giver” or a-giver) is legitimately required to provide the
account. In accountability, we recognize two dimensions [10,12,13]:

– The normative dimension creates mutual expectations on the behavior of the
involved agents; it captures the legitimacy, for the account taker, of asking (and
the availability of the account giver to provide) an account (the standing of
the account taker to demand an account).

– The structural dimension concerns the capability to produce an account; for
being held to account about a process, an agent must exert control over the
same process and must have proper awareness of the situation it accounts for,
possibly by relying on other agents.

In general, agents are allowed to provide accounts for tasks that have been
carried out by others, or that involve the intervention of other agents; in order to
do so, they must be in position of receiving accounts by the other involved agents.
In order for accounts to be reliable, the recursive structure of accountability should
allow accounts to always be traced back to the agents that are responsible for
the involved tasks. In other terms, recursion closes on some responsibility. This
explains why accountability cannot be reduced to the right/obligation involved in
the relationship (normative dimension). In [12] we introduced a conceptual model
that defines organizational accountability by following this line.

Consequently, accountability is an emergent property of the specification of
an organization (see [29] about emergent organizational powers), that shows a
certain structure. Taking as references the models of organizations and institu-
tions, discussed in [16,20,26,27,31,39,54], we propose a model of organization,
see Figure 1, where white boxes represent the common concepts of organizations,
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Fig. 1 The proposed model of robust multiagent organizations.

and yellow boxes introduce concepts and relationships that capture the normative
aspects bounding the roles (played by agents) to accounting and treatment tasks.

However, in order for accountability to emerge as a property of the system as
a whole, it is also necessary to verify that the structural dimension is adequately
captured (see Section 3), as well as, it is necessary to capture the correct interplay
between agent goals and accountability agreements specified at organizational level
(see Section 5.2). When this happens, proviso the specified treatment is effective,
the resulting accountability-based multi-agent system will be robust against given
perturbations.

As pointed out in the literature, especially [17], organizations allow structuring
the activities performed by the agents, and to coordinate them. The society is
often shaped by a set of norms, that create social expectations through, e.g.,
commitments, authorizations, prohibitions [49]. Responsibilities are seen as duties
that the agents, who accepted to play some Roles within the organization, are
aware of and have accepted, while obligations are seen as a mechanism for telling
agents when and how to discharge their responsibilities, by accomplishing their
tasks.

Norms absolve this necessity by yielding obligations about the tasks that agents
are held to fulfill; they are, therefore, used to describe the expected behavior of
agents in terms of their responsibilities, rights and duties [41]. Many methodolo-
gies for agent organizations (e.g., [26,39,54]) hinge on the concepts of Task and of
Responsibility concerning some Task. So, in Gaia [54], the functionality of a role
is defined by its responsibilities. The OperA framework [26] is able to define the
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global aims of an organization (tasks), and the objectives and responsibilities of
its participants. A similar idea recurs in other frameworks, such as OMNI [27] and
MOISE [39], where a functional decomposition describes how a complex goal (task)
can be achieved in a distributed way. Agents joining the organization are expected
to contribute by achieving subgoals of such a decomposition, whenever obligations
are triggered by the organization toward them. In MOISE, agents are held to ex-
plicitly commit to missions (i.e., subsets of goals), this act implies an assumption
of responsibility of the agents toward their missions and, hence, the acceptance of
the related obligations that will be issued by the organization. Norms are reinforced
by Sanctions, and involve Roles, while Responsibilitys are assigned to Roles.
An Agent can adopt/leave a Role, commit to/leave a Responsibility, and can
achieve/fail a Task by internalizing it as a goal of its own. We assume agents to be
autonomous, thus, we require them to explicitly commit to their responsibilities.
The agent autonomy is preserved, since agents can decide not to satisfy an obliga-
tion despite being possibly sanctioned, or they can deliberate how to act to trigger
certain obligations. Coming to accountability, the model captures its normative di-
mension by the concept of Accountability Agreement, the structural dimension,
instead, is formally defined in terms of A-structures (Section 3.1). We use the
term accountability to encompass both dimensions. Accountability Agreement

specializes Norm. An Accountability Agreement between two parties specifies the
a-taker and a-giver, the Requesting Condition, i.e., the condition under which a
request is allowed, and the Account Template (possibly many), that captures the
expected structure of the account. The association “concern” between Accoun-

tability Agreement and Task captures the object of the account. That is, the
a-giver is expected to produce an account that is relevant for the task indicated
via this association, when the a-taker legitimately asks for an account concern-
ing it. Account Templates are crucial because they allow a-taker and a-giver to
tune their behavior by specifying the kind of Account one needs and expects from
the other. In other words, a Requesting Task expects some Account Template

to be followed. Conversely, an Accounting Task uses some Account Template to
produce some Account. The characteristic of Requesting Tasks and Accounting

Tasks, with respect to plain Tasks, is their relationship with an Account Template.

Robustness is obtained by making the system tolerant to perturbations for
which an adequate treatment is known. In presence of perturbations, asking for
and obtaining accounts provides the ground for applying an adequate treatment. In
the model, Account Templates are associated to Treatment Tasks (a Treatment

Task understands some Account Template), and agents playing Roles take on
responsibility concerning Treatment Tasks. From a normative perspective, the a-
taker is permitted to perform a Requesting Task in order to ask for an account.
The a-giver may be obliged to perform an Accounting Task to produce an account.
This is captured by means of the twofold association between Accountability

Agreement and Agent – in one case, an agent plays the role of a-taker ; in the
other, of a-giver.
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3 Formalizing the Dimensions of Accountability

Let us now explain how the normative and the structural dimensions of account-
ability are formalized in our proposal. An accountability agreement is formally
defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Accountability Agreement) An accountability agreement, de-
noted as AA(x, y, r, u), is a structure where x and y are agents playing roles in
the organization; r determines when an account request is legitimate, and u is the
object of the accountability agreement.

When r has occurred, two conditions should be implied: (1) y has the claim-
right to ask x for an account about u; and (2) x is actually in condition to provide
substantive and authoritative accounts about u. This happens when x can retrieve
the necessary contextual information about u, either because the agent is directly
responsible for the execution of u, or because it can rely on other agents to gather
feedback on the execution of (all the parts of) u. While the first condition is implied
by the normative dimension of the accountability, the second condition is only
achieved by imposing an adequate structure to the set of defined accountability
agreements. Note that an accountability agreement does not imply that x will
perform u, but only that x can produce an account about u, possibly by relying
on accounts provided by other agents.

We adopt precedence logic [48], for expressing r and u, but with different pur-
poses. On the one side, we exploit residuation to determine when a formula is
satisfied by a sequence of events occurring in the system. On the other side, prece-
dence logic is used to express how a complex Task is decomposed into a workflow
of atomic tasks. For the sake of generality of our formalization, an account request
about u amounts to asking an account about any of its sub-tasks. Namely, the
a-giver will provide as much information as it can about the whole task u (e.g.,
which atomic tasks have performed successfully, so far.) In the rest of the paper
we will denote as ũ the account (i.e., a piece of information) that x provides to y
about u.

The logic has three primary operators: ‘∨’ (choice), ‘∧’ (interleaving), and ‘·’
(ordering). Ordering allows constraining the order with which two events must
occur, e.g., a · b means that a must occur before b, but the two events do not need
to occur one immediately after the other. Instead, choice specifies that at least one
of the events should occur, while interleaving that all should occur but the order is
unimportant. The residual of a workflow u with respect to an event e, denoted as
u/e, is the remainder workflow that would be left over when e occurs, and whose
satisfaction would guarantee the satisfaction of the workflow u. Residual can be
calculated by means of a set of rewrite rules. The following equations are due to
[48]. Here, u is a workflow, e is an event or ⊤, and e, the complement of e, is also
an event. Initially, neither e nor e hold. On any run, either e or e may occur but
not both. Note that we assume that events are nonrepeating. In practice, we can
assume that timestamps differentiate multiple instances of the same event. Below,
Γu is the set of literals and their complements mentioned in u. Thus, for instance,
Γe = {e, e} = Γe and Γe·f = {e, e, f, f}.
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0/e
.
= 0 ⊤/e

.
= ⊤

(r ∧ u)/e
.
= ((r/e) ∧ (u/e)) (r ∨ u)/e

.
= ((r/e) ∨ (u/e))

(e · r)/e .
= r, if e ̸∈ Γr r/e

.
= r, if e ̸∈ Γr

(e′ · r)/e .
= 0, if e ∈ Γr (e · r)/e .

= 0

Where symbols 0 and ⊤ behave as the Boolean constants false and true,
respectively. An event e is relevant to a workflow u if that event is involved in u, i.e.
u/e ̸≡ u [6]. We use the expression r/(e1, . . . , en) as a shortcut for ((r/e1)/ . . .)/en.
Finally, let w = (e1, . . . , ek) and z = (ek+1, . . . , en) be two sequences of events,
wz is their concatenation (e1, . . . , ek, ek+1, . . . , en).

Definition 2 (Inclusion) We denote by u[r] the fact that the workflow u con-
tains as a sub-formula the workflow r.

For example, if u = a ∧ (b · c), we can write u[b · c] because of b · c is contained in
u. Of course, we have that ∀u : u[u]; i.e., a workflow is trivially a sub-workflow of
itself.

Definition 3 (Entailment) we denote by u→ u′ the fact that for any (e1, . . . , en)
such that u/(e1, . . . , en) = ⊤ we also have that u′/(e1, . . . , en) = ⊤.

Example 1 (Bakery) Let us consider a bakery in which the process of bread selling
involves the following steps: first the dough is kneaded and, at the same time, the
oven is set up for baking. Once the dough and the oven are ready, the bread is
actually baked and finally it is sold to customers. This workflow can be modeled
in precedence logic as: (knead ∧ heatOven) · bake · sell.

Let us now consider agreement AA(harold, customer, order, (knead ∧ heatOven)
· bake · sell): customer has the right to ask harold (i.e., the bakery owner), about
the whole baking process provided that she has placed an order. It must be noticed,
however, that such an agreement alone is not an accountability. harold, in fact,
may not be directly involved in the production process, which could be carried
out by his employees. To provide a sound account on the process, harold needs
to rely on the accounts of his employees. This can be achieved by organizing the
agreements into a tree-shaped structured as discussed in the following section and
exemplified in Example 3.

Given AA(x, y, r, u), we define its progression against the occurrence of an event
e as AA(x, y, r, u)/e = AA(x, y, r/e, u). When r/e progresses to ⊤, y is legitimated
to ask x for an account, and x is required upon request, to provide y with an
account of u.

3.1 Accountable Workflows

As mentioned above, accountability is characterized by a structural dimension
that is grounded on the responsibilities taken up by the agents. In the following,
we denote as R(x, u) that x has the responsibility for task u. In agreement with
Hart’s view of role responsibilities [38, p. 212], R(x, u) yields an expectation over
the agent x (that is, x is expected to execute u when needed), because of some
role x plays in the organization. Like accountability agreements, responsibilities
are preserved at run-time, that is, they are not affected by progression.
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Definition 4 (Grounded Workflow) Given a workflow u, we say that a set
of responsibilities Ru, that contains a responsibility R(x, u′) for each atomic task
u[u′] and any agent x, is a distribution of responsibilities. In this case, we say that
u is grounded on Ru.

Relying on the notion of grounded workflow, we can formally define account-
ability, and in particular its structural dimension, by means of accountability struc-
tures (A-structure) and two operations for merging them.

Definition 5 (A-structure) An A-structure is a pair ⟨A, T ⟩, where:

– A is a set of accountability agreements;
– T is either a set of responsibilities (in this case we call the A-structure an

A-leaf ) or a set of A-structures.

Intuitively, an A-structure is the backbone upon which the structural dimension
of accountability can be achieved. Specifically, the definition of accountability (see
Definition 8) will characterize A-structures so that A-leaves will represent one-step
accounts: situations where the agent providing an account about a workflow is also
responsible for the very same workflow, and this guarantees the soundness of ac-
counts. Soundness, however, is guaranteed also when agents account for workflows
of which they are not directly responsible, see below. As shown in the follow-
ing definitions, the two operators A-union and A-join allow building A-structures
consistently with the operators of the precedence logic.

Definition 6 (A-union) The A-union between two A-structures, denoted by
⟨A1, T1⟩ ⊕ ⟨A2, T2⟩, is either:

– ⟨A1 ∪A2, T1 ∪T2⟩, if both the A-structures are A-leaves, or none of them is an
A-leaf;

– ⟨A1 ∪A2, T1 ∪ {⟨A2, T2⟩}⟩, if ⟨A2, T2⟩ is an A-leaf and ⟨A1, T1⟩ is not;
– ⟨A1 ∪A2, T2 ∪ {⟨A1, T1⟩}⟩, if ⟨A1, T1⟩ is an A-leaf and ⟨A2, T2⟩ is not.

Definition 7 (A-join) TheA-join between two A-structures, denoted by ⟨A1, T1⟩⊗
⟨A2, T2⟩, is recursively defined as follows:

– ⟨A1, T1⟩ ⊕ ⟨A2, T2⟩, if ⟨A1, T1⟩ and ⟨A2, T2⟩ are A-leaves;
– ⟨A1 ∪A2, {ti ⊗ tj ,∀(ti, tj) ∈ T1 × T2}⟩, otherwise.

The following definition of accountability specifies how an A-structure should
be defined over a grounded workflow u, whose atomic tasks are each under the
responsibility of some agent. This assures that it is always possible to provide
sound accounts for any sub-workflow u′ of u (i.e., u[u′]). This is possible by way
of the structural dimension recursively encoded in an A-structure ⟨A, T ⟩: each
accountability agreement in A is supported by the sub-A-structures in T , each
of which recursively brakes down to a set of responsibilities for the atomic tasks
mentioned in the agreement, in accordance with Definition 4. Indeed, the sub-A-
structures in T represent alternative workflow runs, that is, alternative scenarios
yielding an account for the workflow mentioned in the agreements in A.

Definition 8 (Accountability) Let u be a workflow that is grounded on Ru, an
accountability A(x, y, r, u) over Ru is an A-structure ⟨{AA(x, y, r, u)}, T ⟩ defined
as follow:
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– T is {R(x, u)}, such that R(x, u) ∈ Ru;
– A(x, y, r, u) = AA(x, y, r, u) + A(z, x, r, u);
– A(x, y, r, u′ ∨ u′′) = A(x, y, r, u′) ∨ A(x, y, r, u′′);
– A(x, y, r, u′ ∧ u′′) = A(x, y, r, u′) ∧ A(x, y, r, u′′);
– A(x, y, r, u′ · u′′) = A(x, y, r, u′) · A(x, y, r · u′, u′′).

Where the operations +, ∨, ∧, and · on accountabilities are defined as follows,
supposing A(x, y, r, u′) = ⟨Au′ , Tu′⟩, A(x, y, r, u′′) = ⟨Au′′ , Tu′′⟩, A(z, x, r, u) =
⟨Au, Tu⟩:
– AA(x, y, r, u) + A(z, x, r, u) = ⟨{AA(x, y, r, u)}, {⟨Au, Tu⟩}⟩;
– A(x, y, r, u′) ∨ A(x, y, r, u′′) = ⟨{AA(x, y, r, u′ ∨ u′′)},
{⟨Au′ , Tu′⟩ ⊕ ⟨Au′′ , Tu′′⟩}⟩;

– A(x, y, r, u′) ∧ A(x, y, r, u′′) = ⟨{AA(x, y, r, u′ ∧ u′′)},
{⟨Au′ , Tu′⟩ ⊗ ⟨Au′′ , Tu′′⟩}⟩;

– A(x, y, r, u′) · A(x, y, r · u′, u′′) = ⟨{AA(x, y, r, u′ · u′′)},
{⟨Au′ , Tu′⟩ ⊗ ⟨Au′′ , Tu′′⟩}⟩.

We use Au as a shortcut for a singleton set {AA(x, y, r, u)} for some agents x and
y, and some condition r and workflow u.

The above definition points out a compositional feature of accountability: a
complex workflow can be accounted for by an agent when such an agent can
exploit accounts from others about every portion of the workflow itself. This is
possible thanks to the two operations upon A-structures. The union between two
A-structures is used to collect alternative ways for accounting a workflow when
its main operator is a choice. On the other hand, when the main operator of a
workflow is interleaving or ordering, the join between two A-structures is used to
combine the ways for accounting for the two sub-workflows.

Example 2 In the bakery example, let us consider the following responsibility dis-
tribution R = {R(mike, knead), R(bart, heatOven), R(bart, bake), R(sheila, sell)}.
We can define the accountability of harold, the bakery owner, towards a possi-
ble customer over R as: A(harold, customer, order, (knead ∧ heatOven) · bake
· sell). However, since harold is not directly responsible for the whole workflow,
such an accountability is well founded only if it is grounded on the distribution
R of responsibilities. That is, only when it is possible to recursively demonstrate,
by exploiting Definition 8, that every sub-workflow in (knead ∧ heatOven) · bake ·
sell) is grounded over R. Figure 2 sketches the structural dimension underpinning
accountability A(harold, customer, order, (knead ∧ heatOven) · bake · sell). Indeed,
this is a simplified representation of the A-structure supporting the accountabil-
ity. The A-leaves show that the accountability about atomic tasks is supported
by responsibilities in R. Intermediate nodes represent how the accountability of
a sub-workflow is gained by combining the accountabilities of its parts. Thus, the
structure of accountability ensures that customer will be in condition to receive an
authoritative account about any part of the workflow, let us say bake, from harold.
Despite not being directly involved in the task, harold can recursively gather an
account about it thanks to bart’s accountability.

Definition 8 says accountability is a tree by construction, whose nodes have
form A(x, y, r, u) =⟨{AA(x, y, r, u)}, Tu⟩. AA(x, y, r, u) is an accountability agree-
ment, and Tu is the structure through which a sound account of u can be delivered
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Fig. 2 The structural dimension underlying accountability A(harold, customer, order, (knead∧
heatOven) · bake · sell)
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to x. Thanks to this tree, it is possible to navigate through accountabilities along
feedback chains.

Definition 9 (Feedback chain) A feedback chain is a sequence of ⟨A(x0, y0, r0,
u0), . . . ,A(xn, yn, rn, un)⟩ such that for each i = 1, . . ., n, we have that ui−1[ui],
yi = xi−1, and ri → ri−1.

Grounding the tree over responsibilities (A-leaves) ensures that each agent,
which is involved in the structure, has the means for gaining situational awareness
of the process it is involved into; consequently, it can provide sound accounts. We
formalize this as a property of accountable workflows. Proposition 1 guarantees
that, given a workflow u, it is possible to define a proper set of feedback chains,
from a-givers to the corresponding a-takers, for every sub-workflow of u. Thanks
to responsibility, a-givers are the agents that are competent for each subprocess
of u, and hence can provide sound accounts.

Proposition 1 (Accountable workflow) Let u be a workflow and let A(x, y,
r, u) be an accountability over Ru. There exists a feedback chain ⟨A(x, y, r, u),
. . . , A(x′, y′, r′, u′)⟩ for any workflow u′ such that u[u′]. We call u an accountable
workflow through A(x, y, r, u) over Ru.

Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of A(x, y, r, u).
In the base case, u is atomic so A(x, y, r, u) is ⟨{AA(x, y, r, u)}, {R(x, u)}⟩, and

the chain is given by ⟨A(x, y, r, u)⟩.
If the general case, u is u1 ∧ u2, then A(x, y, r, u1 ∧ u2) = A(x, y, r, u1) ∧

A(x, y, r, u2). Since by hypothesis u[u′], then we have either u1[u
′] or u2[u

′]. Let
us assume u1[u

′]. By inductive hypothesis, for any workflow u′ such that u1[u
′]

there exists ⟨A(x, y, r, u1), . . . ,A(x′, y′, r′, u′)⟩. Now, if we substitute the first
element of this chain with A(x, y, r, u), we get again feedback chain. In fact, by
initial hypothesis A(x, y, r, u) is an accountability, and by construction u[u1[u

′]]
holds. The cases ∨ and · are similar.

Finally, in case A(x, y, r, u) = AA(x, y, r, u) + A(z, x, r, u), we have by induc-
tive hypothesis, for any workflow u′ such that u[u′] there exists ⟨A(z, x, r, u), . . . ,
A(x′, y′, r′, u′)⟩. Thus, the sequence ⟨A(x, y, r, u), A(z, x, r, u), . . . , A(x′, y′, r′, u′)⟩
is again a feedback chain, and this proves the proposition.

Example 3 With reference to Example 2, thanks to A(harold, customer, order,
(knead ∧ heatOven) · bake · sell) over R, the workflow turns out to be an account-
able workflow. For each subworkflow, due to the responsibilities in R and to the
structure imposed by the accountability, it is possible to find a suitable feedback
chain. For instance, for bake, the feedback chain is:
⟨A(harold, customer, order, (knead ∧ heatOven) · bake · sell),
A(harold, customer, order, (knead ∧ heatOven) · bake),
A(harold, customer, order · (knead ∧ heatOven), bake),
A(bart, harold, order · (knead ∧ heatOven), bake)⟩, as depicted in Figure 2.

Accountability is preserved at runtime with respect to the events that occur
during the execution.

Proposition 2 (Accountability persistency) Let u be a workflow and let Ru

be a responsibility distribution. Given A(x, y, r, u) over Ru and an event e such
that r/e ̸= 0, we have that A(x, y, r/e, u) holds over Ru.
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Inactive [I]

Active [A]

Ready [R] Engaged [E]

y : request(x, u)

x : ũ

r

Fig. 3 Lifecycle of accountability A(x, y, r, u).

Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of A(x, y, r, u). In the base
case, A(x, y, r, u) is an A-leaf ⟨{AA(x, y, r, u)}, {R(x, u)}⟩. By definition of pro-
gression on AA(·), it follows that A(x, y, r, u)/e = ⟨{AA(x, y, r/e, u)}, {R(x, u)}⟩ =
A(x, y, r/e, u): the awareness of the agent x does not change after the progression
of the context r under the occurrence of event e.

In the general case, we distinguish two situations. First, let A(x, y, r, u) be
A(x, y, r, u′) op A(x, y, r, u′′) (where op ∈ {∨,∧, ·}), and by inductive hypoth-
esis let A(x, y, r/e, u′) and A(x, y, r/e, u′′) hold. It follows immediately that also
A(x, y, r/e, u) holds. Second, let A(x, y, r, u) be AA(x, y, r, u) +A(z, x, r, u), also in
this case the thesis follows directly by the inductive hypothesis AA(x, y, r/e, u) and
A(z, x, r/e, u).

The proposition assures that, when r is a complex condition, the progression
of r against an event e (such that r/e ̸= 0) does not invalidate A(x, y, r, u). That
is, any residual expression r/e is still an enabling condition for the accountability.
Eventually r/e progresses to ⊤, allowingy to request x an account about u.

3.2 Accountability lifecycle

In order to understand the implications of accountability, depending on contextual
conditions, it is useful to associate to each A(x, y, r, u) a state, that may change
depending on the occurrence of events. Figure 3 shows the accountability lifecycle
that we have devised. This lifecycle assumes the existence of an agreement between
the two agents x and y, and assumes also that such an agreement is persistent
throughout the execution.

Figure 3 highlights that accountability A(x, y, r, u) has two main states, Inac-
tive and Active, and that the latter is decomposed into the two substates Ready
and Engaged. An accountability remains Inactive until condition r occurs. From a
normative perspective, this implies that the a-taker y does not hold the right to
request an account. Once condition r occurs, the accountability gets Active, and in
particular Ready. Now the a-taker has the right to place a request, and when this
happens, the accountability evolves into the Engaged state. Such a state captures
the obligation over the a-giver x to provide an account ũ about the workflow u.
Providing the account leads the accountability back to Ready: an accountability
relationship is not resolved just because an account is provided, rather the a-taker
keeps the right to ask for an account as far as the accountability remains Active.
Ready and Inactive are an acceptance states (bold frames). Intuitively, we expect
that whenever the two agents terminate properly (or leave the organization), their
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accountability are in one of these two states. The rationale is that in these two
states there are no pending obligations that need to be fulfilled.

Finally, it is worth noting that condition r may, or may not, be under the
control of the agents, depending on the domain at hand. So, it may happen that
an a-taker acquires the right of asking for an account due to the occurrence of
events in the environment. Under this respect, in Section 5.2 we will discuss how
the accountability lifecycle can be related to the lifecycle of goals by means of
some general practical rules that can help programming agents while leveraging
accountability.

4 Robustness upon Accountability

Robustness is a property that a system has, or has not. It concerns a perturbation
and requires the existence of appropriate handlers, i.e., recovery strategies foreseen
at an organizational level, which the agent, receiving the perturbation account,
should activate for bringing the system to an acceptable state. Rephrasing [1], a
process u is robust to some perturbation, when u includes some kind of recovery
that allows u to terminate smoothly despite the occurrence of the perturbation
(i.e., to terminate leaving the system in a “consistent” state). We will see that,
in order to allow recovery, agents will produce and return accounts that witness
what happened to disrupt the execution.

Definition 10 (Account) Given a workflow u:

– An account for u is a sequence of events ũ = (e1, e2, . . . , en), such that for each
ei, u/ei ̸= u (the event ei is relevant for u).

– An account ũ! = (e1, e2, . . . , en) witnesses a perturbation for u when u/(e1, e2,
. . . , en) = 0.

We denote as←−u! a recovery event based on the account ũ!. Such an event abstracts
any workflow whose execution overcomes the effects of the perturbation witnessed
by ũ!.

With reference to the model in Figure 1, ←−u! amounts to the outcome of the
Treatment Task, associated with the Account Template. Note that an account is
not the perturbation it witnesses (i.e., an account does not identify the pertur-
bation); if needed, perturbations could be identified by diagnostic reasoning like
[43].

Proposition 3 (below) states that a workflow is robust to a perturbation, when
it includes a recovery strategy, that can deal with the perturbation account so
as to bring the workflow to an acceptable termination state. Formally, a recovery
strategy for a workflow u for a perturbation with account ũ! = (e1, . . . , en) is the
workflow h(ũ!) = e1 · . . . · en · ←−u! . If the workflow u is perturbed with the account
ũ!, the workflow u∨h(ũ!) is not. More importantly, u∨h(ũ!)/(ũ!,←−u! ) = ⊤; that is,
when a perturbation is followed by an account describing its context and a suitable
recovery event, the system terminates in a consistent state. More generally, we can
prove the following proposition.

Proposition 3 (Robustness to a perturbation) Let u be a workflow such
that u[v], where v is perturbed with account ṽ!. Let w and z, be two sequences of
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events, such that u/wtz = ⊤ and v/t = ⊤, for some sequence t. We have that
(u ∨ h(ṽ!))/wt′z = ⊤, where t′ = (ṽ!,←−v! ).

Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of u.
If u ≡ v, then w and z are empty, and we just need to prove that (v∨h(ṽ!))/t′ =

⊤. This, however, follows directly from the definition of recovery strategy since
h(ṽ!) = e1 ·. . .·en ·←−v! = ṽ! ·←−v! , and t′ = (ṽ!,←−v! ) by hypothesis. Thus, (v∨h(ṽ!))/t′ =
v/t′ ∨ h(ṽ!)/t

′; the first disjunct progresses to 0 whereas the second to ⊤.
In the general case, v ̸≡ u, and u[v]. Suppose that u = a ∧ u′ and u′[v]. By in-

ductive hypothesis (u′∨h(ṽ!))/w′t′z = ⊤, where w = aw′. By progression, we have
(a∧ u′ ∨ h(ṽ!))/aw

′t′z = (a∧ u′)/aw′t′z ∨ h(ṽ!)/aw
′t′z = (a/aw′t′z ∧ u′/aw′t′z)

∨ h(ṽ!)/ aw′t′z = (⊤ ∧ u′/w′t′z) ∨ h(ṽ!)/w
′t′z = u′/w′t′z ∨ h(ṽ!)/w

′t′z =
(u′ ∨ h(ẽ!))/w

′t′z. By inductive hypothesis (u′ ∨ h(ṽ!))/w
′t′z = ⊤.

The cases ∨ and · are similar. The proof can be generalized for any workflow
preceding and following u′ in u.

It is worth noting that, when the perturbation does not occur, we still have that
(u∨ h(ṽ!))/wtz = ⊤ because u/wtz = ⊤. In the above proposition, we have made
the simplifying assumption that h(ṽ!) is not perturbed by other perturbations.
This assumption can be relaxed by introducing further recovery strategies, one for
each perturbation affecting h(ṽ!). This could be repeated indefinitely specifying
recovery strategies for perturbations affecting recovery strategies. In practice, as
usual happens in the design of complex systems, the designer has to put a limit
to the depth of this chain of perturbation handlers.

Proposition 2 assures that accountability is preserved against progression. In-
tuitively, when a workflow is robust to a perturbation with account ṽ!, not only
there exists a specific recovery strategy h(ṽ!) = ṽ! · ←−v! , but, thanks to account-
ability, it is also guaranteed that the account of the perturbation will actually be
available.

By providing the account ṽ! we get two results: first, it is possible to notify the
agent that will take care of the treatment that something wrong has occurred, and
appropriate action is needed; second, it is possible to provide the same agent with
information that helps understand how to handle the situation. This is important
when agents, as often happens, do not have a complete view of events.

Proposition 4 (Account Availability) Let u = u′ ∨ h(ṽ!) be a workflow such
that u′[v], and let ṽ! be the account for a perturbation on v. Let Ru be a distribution
of responsibility, such that R(y, u) belongs to Ru. If u

′ is an accountable workflow
through A(x, y, r, u′) over Ru, then the account is available to the agent y in charge
of the recovery strategy for the perturbation.

Proof The proof follows directly from propositions 3 and 1. From Proposition 3,
we have that a workflow u′ such that u′[v] is robust to a perturbation with account
ṽ! if a dedicated recovery strategy h(ṽ!) = ṽ! · ←−v! is activated instead of u′ when
ṽ! occurs. On the other hand, the account ṽ! must be generated somewhere in
the system. This is granted by Proposition 1: since u′ is an accountable workflow,
there is always the chance to generate an account for any of its sub-workflow,
including v, even when it is perturbed. There exists, in fact, a feedback chain
⟨A(x, y, r, u′), . . . ,A(x′, y′, r′, v)⟩, where the account ṽ! is first generated by x′ and
then propagated to y, responsible for the whole workflow u = u′ ∨ h(ṽ!).
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Example 4 Let us consider a perturbation ovenBroken, concerning bake, and a cor-
responding recovery event scheduleOvenRepair. We can extend the responsibility
distribution R so as to make the production workflow robust by adding the re-
sponsibility R(harold, scheduleOvenRepair) and turning the workflow into (knead
∧ heatOven) · bake · sell) ∨ scheduleOvenRepair) – harold will also be in charge
of the treatment. Should a perturbation ovenBroken occur, by way of the new re-
sponsibilities, an account would be provided by bart to harold; this, in turn, would
exploit the account for activating a recovery strategy.

5 Extending JaCaMo with Accountability

We now show how accountability can be used in practice by describing an exten-
sion1 of the JaCaMo [16] agent platform that encompasses it, and by showing the
interplay between accountability and goals, reporting six typical schemes that we
have identified, that will be used, in the following section, to program the agents.

Briefly, JaCaMo is a conceptual model and programming platform that inte-
grates agents (programmed in Jason [18]), environments (programmed in CArtAgO
[46]) and organizations (programmed in MOISE [39]). A MOISE organization
has three dimensions. JaCaMo’s structural dimension specifies roles, groups and
links between roles in the organization. JaCaMo’s functional dimension is made
of schemes, which elicit how the global organizational goal is decomposed into
subgoals, and how subgoals are grouped in coherent sets, called missions – to be
distributed to the agents. JaCaMo’s normative dimension binds the two previous
dimensions by specifying permissions and obligations that are associated with each
role. At the beginning of the execution the agents, playing the different roles, are
asked to commit to certain missions, as specified by the norms. Then, in order to
coordinate the distributed execution, the organization will issue obligations to the
committed agents to achieve mission goals.

A Jason agent is composed of a set of beliefs, i.e., predicates representing the
agent’s current state and knowledge about the environment, a set of goals, which
correspond to tasks the agent can perform, and a set of plans, i.e., courses of
action that are triggered by events and are pursued by executing plans. It is
possible to specify both achievement (‘!’) and test (‘?’) goals; moreover, goals can
be either organizational or local. In the first case, the goal is part of a schema
(functional decomposition) of the organization, and is marked as achieved by an
explicit goalAchieved(...) operation within an agent plan. A plan has the form:

triggering event : ⟨context⟩ ← ⟨body⟩

where triggering event denotes the event that the plan handles (a belief/goal ad-
dition or deletion), context specifies the circumstances in which the plan can be
used, the body expresses a course of actions.

We map the concepts of Responsibility and Task, from the conceptual model
in Figure 1, to the concepts Mission and Goal of JaCaMo. We interpret the agent’s
commitment to a mission as an assumption of responsibility. Indeed, in JaCaMo
agents commit to missions before pursuing the organizational goal and, from that
moment on, the organization can issue obligations towards them to make them
achieve the mission goals.

1 Available at http://di.unito.it/moiseaccountability.
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5.1 Encompassing Accountability

In order to encompass accountability in JaCaMo, we have extended the XML
specification of a MOISE organization, so as to include accountability agreements
thanks to a new set of tags. The following piece of code shows how such an exten-
sion looks like.

1 <role−definitions>
2 <role id=”X”> <role id=”Y”> ...
3 </role−definitions>
4
5 <accountability−agreement id=”aa1”>
6 <concerns id=”u” />
7 <requesting−condition value=”r” />
8 <account−template>
9 <account−argument id=”...” arity=”...” />

10 <goal id=”REQ G” atype=”requesting” /> <!−− Requesting Goal −−>
11 <goal id=”ACC G” atype=”accounting” /> <!−− Accounting Goal −−>
12 <goal id=”TRE G” atype=”treatment” when=”...” /> <!−− Treatment Goal −−>
13 </account−template>
14 </accountability−agreement>
15
16 <mission id=”m1” min=”...” max=”...”>
17 <goal id=”ACC G” /> ...
18 </mission>
19 <mission id=”m2” min=”...” max=”...”>
20 <goal id=”REQ G” /> <goal id=”TRE G” /> ...
21 </mission>
22 ...
23
24 <norm id=”n1” type=”obligation” role=”X” mission=”m1” />
25 <norm id=”n2” type=”obligation” role=”Y” mission=”m2” />

Note how the XML tags reflect, as far as possible, the structures and relations
that we have depicted in the conceptual model of Figure 1. In particular, we can
see how the goals involved in an accountability agreement (requesting, accounting
and treatment goal) appear inside JaCaMo missions, and norms are added to tie
roles to such missions: the agents playing such roles are obliged to commit to the
associated missions. For the sake of readability, we will use the following human-
friendly representation of accountability agreement instead of using XML:

Ac c o u n t a b i l i t y Agreement i d : aa1
concerns : u
r e que s t i n g cond i t i o n : r

Account Template :
must account with : arguments
( r e que s t i n g goa l : REQ G

[when : cond ] ) ∗

account ing goa l : ACC G
[when : cond ]

( t reatment goa l : TRE G
[when : cond ] ) ∗

It is worth noting how the above listing creates the connection among the
model, that was presented in Figure 1, the formalization of agreements and ac-
countability, and their implementation in JaCaMo. The listing, indeed, represents
an accountability agreement AA(x, y, r, u). Fields concerns and requesting con-
dition match directly the namesake relationships of the model. The former refers
to the goal u, whereas the latter refers to condition r. Note that in Section 3 u is a
formula that specifies how a complex task is decomposed into atomic tasks, this is
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mapped in JaCaMo to the functional decomposition of complex goal u. Requesting
condition r, instead, represents what events must occur to activate accountability.
In JaCaMo, r is mapped to organizational events such as the achievement of goals,
the issue of obligations, the failure of goals, and so on. Section Account Template

specifies three aspects referring to accounts: how an account can be requested,
how it can be provided (and with which format), and, optionally, how it can be
treated. For all these three aspects we exploit JaCaMo goals. requesting goal
denotes an organizational goal whose satisfaction assumes the social meaning of a
request for an account about u, thus only a legitimate a-taker can pursue such a
goal. Note that each Account Template can include zero to many requesting goals.
If no requesting goal is specified, an implicit account request will be placed via
the normative system of the organization as soon as requesting condition becomes
true. The field accounting goal denotes an organizational goal that becomes
enabled when a request has been done, and hence a corresponding obligation is
issued upon the appropriate a-giver. The a-giver will pursue such a goal by issuing
an account, shaped according to the field must account with: a list of arguments
that form the account. An account is therefore a structured piece of information
that an agent make available to others. In principle, an Account Template could
maintain several accounting goals as different ways for producing an account. In
our current implementation, we can specify one accounting goal, and leave the
extension to a future development.

Finally, treatment goal is an optional field that can be specified when the
treatment to some account is prescribed by design constraints. This means that
the way for handling an account is not left to the local decision of an agent, but it
is an organizational goal; we will better discuss this point in some examples below.
More treatment goals can be specified for a single account to capture alternative
ways to cope with the account itself.

One can notice that neither the a-taker x nor the a-giver y involved in the ac-
countability agreement are directly mentioned within the XML tag. This happens
because we rely on the structures already defined in JaCaMo, and in particular
on JaCaMo roles and missions. In fact, the goals mentioned within the XML tag
must be included, as any other organizational goal in JaCaMo, within a mission,
to which agents playing roles have to commit. The commitment to a mission cre-
ates, thus, the binding between a goal and the agent responsible for that goal. The
optional field when associated with each goal in the account template represents
an applicability condition that the organization designer may be willing to specify.

Accountability agreements capture the normative dimension of accountabil-
ity. More precisely, each accountability agreement is translated into a set of norms
that will be integrated within the normative program followed by the organization.
These norms will yield permissions and obligations about accounts during the sys-
tem execution. We refer to [13] for a detailed description on how an accountability
agreement is translated into JaCaMo norms. In order to guarantee the availability
of sound accounts, an organization designer must take care of defining a proper set
of agreements, so as to capture the structural dimension, as well. An automated
tool to verify the structural consistency of a given set of accountability agreements
is discussed in [9].
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Inactive [I] Active [A]

Failed [F] Satisfied [S]

activate [p]

suspend

fail [f ]
achieve [s]

Fig. 4 Goal G(x, p, s, f) lifecycle [34].

5.2 Interplay between Goals and Accountability

From an agent programming perspective, it is useful to make the relationship
between accountability and goals explicit, so as to guide the programmer in the
development of “accountable” agents, and in particular when agents have to decide
how to cope with perturbations and opportunities. Account request and account
production amount to goals; thus, accountability has an impact on the goals that
agents pursue. To this end, we first briefly formalize the notion of goal lifecycle,
and then relate such a lifecycle with that of accountability by means some practical
rules directly implemented as JaCaMo plans.

Generally speaking, a goal represents a condition that an agent wants to
achieve. Many works in literature (e.g., [34,52,50,51,53]) have proposed several
formalizations to serve as a basis for mechanisms of goal reasoning. In this paper,
we take as a reference the formalization proposed in [50,53], where a goal is mod-
eled as a structure G(x, p, v, q, s, f) denoting: x the agent responsible for the goal;
p a precondition that must be true before G can become Active and hence pursued
by x; v an invariant condition that is true once G is Active until its achievement;
q a post-condition that holds when G is successfully achieved. Finally, s and f
specify the success and failure conditions, respectively, of G. Such a rich represen-
tation of goals allows agents to reason about their objectives. In JaCaMo, however,
there is not a substantial distinction between q and s, and the concept of invariant
condition v is not native. Thus, to simplify the discussion, in the following we
consider goals shaped as G(x, p, s, f); however, our approach allows one to take
full advantage of v and q, as well, when these conditions are directly available in
the framework at hand. Several lifecycles have been proposed to capture relevant
state changes in goals. In this paper, we take as a reference the lifecycle introduced
in [34] showed in Figure 4. A goal is Inactive if its preconditions do not hold. When
inactive, a goal cannot be pursued by agent x. A goal is Active when its precon-
ditions hold and neither satisfaction nor failure holds. This means that agent x is
pursuing such a goal. A goal is Satisfied when condition s holds. Whereas, a goal is
Failed, if failure occurs. An active goal may also be suspended, if the precondition
stops to hold. The Satisfied and Failed states are terminal states.

We are now in the position for introducing some practical rules that relate
accountability and goals. These rules highlight how accountability actually affects
agent behaviors: a change in the state of one accountability induces a change in
the one or more goals of the corresponding a-taker and a-giver. These rules are
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independent of any specific agent platform at hand, but play a central role in pro-
gramming the agents. To emphasize this, we map each rule into a Jason template
(involving two or more plans), that represents a possible way to implement the
rule. In Section 6 we will show how these templates can be used as building blocks
for solving recurrent interaction problems of distributed systems.

The Be-Accountable rule

AE(x, y, r, u)⇒ GA(x, p, ũ, f)

states that when an accountability A(x, y, r, u) gets engaged, the a-giver x has to
activate an internal goal that produces the asked account ũ about workflow u. The
rationale is that, to be accountable, an agent has to pursue the goal of producing
an account when a legitimate request is placed. Since A(x, y, r, u) is part of the
organization state, and modeled by means of dedicated norms, the organization
acts as a mediator between the a-taker and the a-giver: the a-taker’s request is
placed by accomplishing an organizational Requesting Task (see Figure 1). The
normative system, thus, progresses the accountability into the engaged state, and
generates an obligation to produce an account targeted on the a-giver. Such an
obligation is justified by virtue of the agreement, between the a-taker and a-giver
and implicitly maintained in A(x, y, r, u), for which the a-giver assumes the re-
sponsibility to produce an account when asked for. To fulfill this obligation, the
a-giver needs to accomplish an organizational Accounting Task, that is mapped
into an internal goal G(x, p, ũ, f). Of course, it is expected that the obligation to
achieve the goal is issued only when precondition p holds. The following Jason
template captures this behavior.

1 +ob l i g a t i o n (X,< accoun t i ng -goa l>) : my name (X)
2 <− !<agent - a c coun t i ng -goa l >;
3 goa lAch i e v ed(<accoun t i ng -goa l >).
4
5 +!<agent - a c coun t i ng -goa l>
6 <− <do someth ing to produce the account>
7 g i veAccount(<account >).

The first plan is triggered when the agent receives an obligation to provide an
account by accomplishing the organizational goal accounting-goal. To do so, the
agent activates an internal agent-accounting-goal whose plan ends up by produc-
ing an account by means of operation giveAccount(<account>), which changes
the state of the organization with the addition of a new fact, as an observable
properties, in one of the organizational artifacts. The achievement of the internal
goal, thus, entitles the agent to mark the organizational goal as achieved, too.

The Auditing rule

GI(y, ũ, s, f) ∧ AR(x, y, r, u)⇒ GA(y, p, requestAccountOn-u, f)

states that, given an inactive goal G(y, ũ, s, f) and a ready accountability A(x, y, r, u)
(i.e., y has the permission to ask x about u), then y can make G(y, ũ, s, f) active by
activating goal G(y, p, requestAccountOn-u, f), provided that condition cxt holds.
This goal amounts to a Requesting Task, and hence to transition y : request(x, u)
in the accountability lifecycle (Figure 3). The Jason template mapping this be-
havior is as follows:
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1 +!<goa l - to-s> : <account−ũ needed> & r
2 <− goa lAch i e v ed(< requestAccountOn-u>);
3 . wa i t (<account ready >);
4 !<goa l - to-s>.
5
6 +!<goa l - to-s> : <account ready>
7 <− <do someth ing to a c h i e v e c o n d i t i o n s>.

The first plan captures the situation in which agent y needs to achieve con-
dition s, but the goal G(y, ũ, s, f) cannot be activated due to the lack of in-
formation ũ (see context condition <account-ũ needed>). However, condition r
holds and hence the normative system has granted y to achieve the organiza-
tional goal requestAccountOn-u. The body of this plan, thus, consists of marking
requestAccountOn-u as achieved (a request is placed), and, then, waiting for the
corresponding answer. When the answer is ready, y achieve condition s by invoking
the second plan.

The Activate rule

GI(y, ũ, s, f ′) ∧ AI(x, y, r, u)⇒ GA(y, p, r, f ′′)

is applicable only when agent y has control over condition r, activating account-
ability relationship A(x, y, r, u). The rationale is that, when y wants to activate
a goal G(y, ũ, s, f ′), as before, but the accountability is Inactive, then the agent
can activate goal G(y, p, r, f ′′) in order to make A(x, y, r, u) progress to the Active
state. In the next section we points out how this rule applies when agent y needs
further information (i.e., the account ũ), to handle a specific situation, such as a
perturbation or an opportunity. The following Jason template addresses this situ-
ation in a similar way as before. First, one specifies a plan for achieving condition
s when an account is needed and the condition r does not hold. The body of this
plan consists in the activation of another goal, achieveRequestingCondition-r, that
aims at getting condition r. Reasonably the body of this second plan will contain
some organizational goal since condition r must be true within the organizational
state in order to activate the accountability. Once achieveRequestingCondition-r
is accomplished, the agent can try to get condition s. To do so, the previous Jason
template for Auditing can be applied.

1 +!<goa l - to-s> : <account -ũ needed> & not r
2 <− !< a c h i e v eRequ e s t i n gCond i t i o n -r>;
3 !<goa l - to-s>.
4
5 +!<a c h i e v eRequ e s t i n gCond i t i o n -r>
6 <− <do someth ing to make r hold >.

The Alert rule

GF (x, t, u, f ′) ∧ AA(x, y, r, u)⇒ GA(x, p, ũ, f ′′)

captures the situation in which an agent is requested to provide an account about
the failure of an organizational goal, which can be seen as perturbation affecting
the normal, expected behavior. The rationale is that the goal failure, that calls
for special treatments, is not necessarily observed directly by the agent who will
handle that failure. To fill this gap, the account is implicitly asked, through the
organization, so as to enable the failure treatment. This means that the normative
system of the organization will issue an obligation to provide an account for a
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failure as soon as the very same failure is signaled by an agent. Of course, an
accountability must exist between the agent x, detecting the failure (a-giver), and
the agent y, handling the failure (a-taker). In addition, such an accountability
must be Active. The a-giver, thus, activates a goal that will produce an account ũ
about the failed goal. In Jason, the rule is implemented by the following template.

1 −!<o r g a n i z a t i o n a l -goa l> : r & f ′

2 <− g o a l F a i l e d (< o r g a n i z a t i o n a l -goa l >).
3
4 +ob l i g a t i o n (X,< accoun t i ng -goa l>) : my name (X)
5 <− !<agent - a c coun t i ng -goa l >;
6 goa lAch i e v ed(<accoun t i ng -goa l >).
7
8 +!<agent - a c coun t i ng -goa l>
9 <− <do someth ing to produce the account>

10 g i veAccount(<account >).

The first plan represents the failure of an organizational goal: the trigger event
is the deletion of the goal and the body consists in marking that goal as failed
when the failure condition f ′ holds. Note that operation goalFailed() is part of
our JaCaMo extension since in standard JaCaMo goals cannot marked as failed
by the agents.

The second plan captures the obligation (i.e., the implicit request generated
by the normative system) to provide an account about the failed goal. Specifically,
the obligation is about the achievement of organizational goal accounting-goal.
To accomplish such a goal, the agent pursues the local goal agent-accounting-goal,
handled by the third plan. This last plan produces the account, and makes it avail-
able to the other agents in the organization by means of operation giveAccount().
Goal accounting-goal can therefore be marked as achieved, and the normative sys-
tem will progress the state of the organization by issuing an obligation on agent y
responsible for the failure treatment.

The Treatment rule

ũ⇒ GA(y, ũ, s, f)

describes the complementary situation of the previous rule. Namely, an agent that
has access to an account ũ is, then, asked to achieve an organizational goal that
amounts to the treatment for such an account. In this case, the current state of
A(x, y, r, u) is irrelevant, and hence A(·) is not included in the head of the rule.
The point is that A(·) has already played its role for the production of ũ, and now
ũ needs to be addressed. The Jason template corresponding to this situation is as
follows.

1 +ob l i g a t i o n (Y,< t r ea tment -goa l>) : my name (Y)
2 <− !<agent - t r ea tment -goa l >;
3 goa lAch i e v ed(< t r ea tment -goa l >).
4
5 +!<agent - t r ea tment -goa l> : account(<account>)
6 <− <do someth ing to t r e a t the account >.

The first plan allows the agent to intercept an obligation about the organi-
zational goal treatment-goal. As in the previous case, this organizational goal is
mapped into an agent goal, namely agent-treatment-goal, which is pursued by the
second plan in the template. The completion of the local goal enables the agent
to mark the organizational goal as achieved.
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Fig. 5 Functional decomposition of the organizational goal in the Information Gathering
scenario. Over each goal the name of the mission, to which the goal belongs, is reported. In
red, we show the names of the roles whom the mission is assigned to.

6 Agent Programming

We now illustrate how the rules above can be used to practically program agents
in JaCaMo. We will describe three scenarios, that capture a number of typical
situations. Each scenario will be introduced by explaining the general problem
and highlighting which rules can be used to solve it. Then, we get into the details
of agent programming.

6.1 Information Gathering

Problem: An agent needs a piece of information in order to take a decision. The
information is not directly accessible to it; however, by way of an appropriate
feedback chain specified by the organization designer, the agent can rely on fellow
agents in the organization in order to retrieve it.
Context: Accountability A(x, y, r, u) is defined in the organization between y,
the agent needing the information about u, here acting as a-taker, and x, which
can account for u, here acting as a-giver. Either condition r already holds, so
the accountability is in the state Ready of its lifecycle (see Section 3.2), or the
accountability is Inactive and agent y has the possibility to make r hold.
Rules: Activate and Auditing for the a-taker, and Be-Accountable for the a-giver.
Exemplification: Let us consider Example 1, where harold is the bakery owner.
In JaCaMo the workflow (knead ∧ heatOven) · bake · sell amounts to the organiza-
tional goal. It is the root of the functional decomposition in Figure 5, where it is
identified by the label selling-bread. The organizational goal is decomposed into four
subgoals, which are under the responsibility of three different agents (sheila, bart,
mike). This happens because such agents play the roles seller, baker and kneader
respectively. In JaCaMo, missions contain the goals from the functional decompo-
sition, and are assigned to roles through norms. At runtime, agents playing such
roles are required to commit to the corresponding missions, taking responsibili-
ties for mission goals. In this way, responsibilities are distributed in JaCaMo. In
particular, as shown in Example 2, we have that the workflow is grounded over
the following responsibility distribution R = {R(mike, knead), R(bart, heatOven),
R(bart, bake), R(sheila, sell)}.
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The following listing illustrates how sheila’s, bart’s and mike’s responsibilities
are encoded, through roles, missions, and norms in the organizational specification.

1 <role−definitions>
2 <role id=”kneader”> <role id=”baker”> <role id=”seller”> ...
3 </role−definitions>
4
5 <mission id=”mKneader” min=”1” max=”1”>
6 <goal id=”knead” /> <goal id=”notifyFlourTypeToBaker” />
7 </mission>
8 <mission id=”mBaker” min=”1” max=”1”>
9 <goal id=”heatOven” /> <goal id=”bake” />

10 <goal id=”requestFlourTypeToKneader” /> <goal id=”notifyFlourTypeToSeller” />
11 </mission>
12 <mission id=”mSeller” min=”1” max=”1”>
13 <goal id=”sell” /> <goal id=”getAuthorization” />
14 <goal id=”requestFlourTypeToBaker” />
15 </mission>
16
17 <norm id=”n1” type=”obligation” role=”kneader” mission=”mKneader” />
18 <norm id=”n2” type=”obligation” role=”baker” mission=”mBaker” />
19 <norm id=”n3” type=”obligation” role=”seller” mission=”mSeller” />

Mission mBaker, for instance, contains goals heatOven and bake, and it is assigned
to role baker through norm n2. At runtime, agent bart will play the baker role
and, by committing to such a mission, he will take on the responsibility for the
two goals. In a similar way, responsibilities are taken on by sheila, and mike.

Let us show how, by exploiting a feedback chain specified at design time via
accountability, sheila can get pieces of information that are outside her scope,
and use them in her local decision-making process. Let us assume that agent
sheila, who sells the bread, is also in charge of setting the price depending on
the type of flour that is used. However, sheila does not know what flour type
was used, since she is not directly involved in the process of kneading and baking
the bread. Two accountabilities, specified in the organization, can help sheila; a1 :
A(mike, bart,⊤, knead), and a2 : A(bart, sheila, getAuthorization, (knead∧heatOven)·
bake). Since the type of flour can influence the baking time, accountability a1 allows
bart to ask mike for an account about knead; the requesting condition ⊤ means
that bart can always legitimately ask mike about knead. On the other hand, ac-
countability a2 allows sheila to ask for an account about the workflow producing
the bread, which will include also information on the used type of flour. However,
sheila can request an account provided that she gets the authorization by the
owner: getAuthorization is an event that is generated as a consequence of the goals
pursued by sheila herself. Following the same reasoning explained in Example 3, it
is possible to show that the two accountabilities form a feedback chain, given the
responsibility distribution R, and hence the subworkflow (knead∧heatOven) ·bake
is an accountable workflow (see Proposition 1). In fact, by means of a2, sheila can
have information on the bread production process from bart, which can in turn
leverage a1 to gather information from mike about the kneading part.

In JaCaMo, the two accountabilities a1 and a2 are specified by introducing the
two following agreements:

Ac c o u n t a b i l i t y Agreement i d : a1
concerns : knead
r e que s t i n g cond i t i o n : t r u e

Account Template :
must account with : f l o u rType
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r e que s t i n g goa l : r eques tF lourTypeToKneader
account ing goa l : no t i f yF lou rTypeToBake r

A c c o u n t a b i l i t y Agreement i d : a2
concerns : ( knead ∧ heatOven ) · bake
r e que s t i n g cond i t i o n : s a t i s f i e d ( g e tAu t h o r i z a t i o n )

Account Template :
must account with : f l o u rType
r e que s t i n g goa l : r eques tF lourTypeToBaker
account ing goa l : n o t i f y F l o u rT y p eToS e l l e r

The a-taker and a-giver agents are designated by including the requesting goals
requestFlourTypeToKneader and requestFlourTypeToBaker in the missions assigned
to the baker and seller roles, and the accounting goals notifyFlourTypeToBaker
and notifyFlourTypeToSeller in the missions assigned to the kneader and baker
roles, respectively (see the listing above). In addition, since the responsibility dis-
tribution R assigns each atomic task of the workflow (knead ∧ heatOven) · bake
· sell to one of the three agents, both agreements are grounded on responsibility.
Agreements and responsibilities together yield, thus, accountabilities as in Defi-
nition 8. For instance, the A-structure ⟨{AA(mike, bart, order, knead)}, {R(mike,
knead)}⟩, representing accountability a1, is encoded in our extended JaCaMo by
agreement a1 above and the distribution of responsibilities encoded by missions.
Accountability a2 is also encoded within the system in a similar way.

Coming to agent programming, the Activate and Auditing rules easily guide
the writing of sheila’s program, as follows.

1 +! s e l l
2 : not account ( f l o u rType (FT) ) & not s a t i s f i e d ( g e tAu t h o r i z a t i o n )
3 <− <get the a u t h o r i z a t i o n>
4 goa lAch i e v ed ( g e tAu t h o r i z a t i o n ) ;
5 ! s e l l .
6
7 +! s e l l
8 : not account ( f l o u rType (T) ) & s a t i s f i e d ( g e tAu t h o r i z a t i o n )
9 <− goa lAch i e v ed ( reques tF lou rTypeToBaker ) ;

10 . wa i t ({+account ( f l o u rType ( ) ) } ) ;
11 ! s e l l .
12
13 +! s e l l : account ( f l o u rType ( o r g an i c ) )
14 <− < s e l l a t a h i g h e r p r i c e >.

The first plan allows sheila to activate the accountability by making its requesting
condition hold (Activate pattern). To this end, she pursues and sets the organi-
zational goal getAuthorization as achieved. The other plans, instead, follow the
Auditing pattern. The second one allows sheila to request for an account, pro-
vided none is already available; she will do so while pursuing her own goal sell.
The request is concretely performed by marking the requesting goal requestFlour-
Type as achieved. The execution of the plan is then suspended until the account is
made available. Once the needed information is provided, sheila attempts to pur-
sue the sell goal again, likely selecting a different plan for execution. For instance,
the last plan will be executed if the received account denotes the use of an organic
flour. Other plans targeting different eventualities may be available, as well.

Conversely, the Be accountable rule can be applied to bart’s code, below (in
combination with the Auditing one).
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1 +! o b l i g a t i o n (Ag , , done ( , n o t i f y F l o u rTyp eToSe l l e r , Ag ) , ) : my name (Ag)
2 <− ! n o t i f y F l o u rT y p eToS e l l e r
3 goa lAch i e v ed ( n o t i f y F l o u rT y p eToS e l l e r ) .
4
5 +! no t i f y F l o u rT y p eToS e l l e r
6 : account ( f l o u rType (FT) )
7 <− g i veAccount ( [ f l o u rType (FT ) ] ) .
8
9 +! no t i f y F l o u rT y p eToS e l l e r

10 : not account ( f l o u rType (FT) )
11 <− goa lAch i e v ed ( reques tF lourTypeToKneader ) ;
12 . wa i t ({+account ( f l o u rType ( ) ) } ) ;
13 ! n o t i f y F l o u rT y p eToS e l l e r .

The request performed by sheilamakes a2 : A(bart, sheila, getAuthorization, (knead∧
heatOven) ·bake) become engaged, resulting in an obligation for bart to pursue the
corresponding accounting goal. The first plan realizes this behavior by mapping
such an obligation to an internal goal of the agent, which is, then, satisfied by
means of the second and third plans. If the flour type is already available to the
agent (second plan), the account is produced by means of the giveAccount(...)

primitive, that is provided by our extended JaCaMo infrastructure. It is worth
noting that the last two plans follow the Auditing rule, as well. If the flour type is
not available to the agent, yet, the last plan allows bart to request an account to
mike, in a similar way to what done by sheila.

Finally, agent mike can be programmed by simply following the Be accountable
rule as follows.

1 +! o b l i g a t i o n (Ag , , done ( , not i f yF lou rTypeToBaker , Ag ) , ) : my name (Ag)
2 <− ! no t i f yF lou rTypeToBake r
3 goa lAch i e v ed ( not i f yF lou rTypeToBake r ) .
4
5 +! not i f yF lou rTypeToBake r
6 <− <ga th e r f l o u r type T>;
7 g i veAccount ( [ f l o u rType (T ) ] ) .

6.2 Context-Aware Adaptation

Problem: An agent is interested in an event, which has an impact on the achieve-
ment of the agent’s goals (e.g., it may represent an occasion the agent could profit,
or some perturbation that may negatively impact on the efficiency by which the
goal can be achieved). The occurrence of such an event may induce the agent to
consider to change its behavior in order to adapt to the situation. The decision
on if/how to react to the event depends on the context in which the event occurs,
but this information is outside the scope of the agent; however, the agent can take
advantage of the accountabilities of other agents, where it acts as a-taker.
Context: An accountability A(x, y, r, u) is defined in the organization between
agent y, interested to know about u when event r occurs, and x which can account
for u. Since event r has occurred the accountability is Ready.
Rules: Auditing for the a-taker and Be-Accountable for the a-giver.
Exemplification: Figure 6 shows the functional decomposition of an organization
for the delivery of some goods. The process involves many agents playing multiple
roles (in red) and carrying out several activities from goods packaging to shipping
and delivery. We assume that the shipment is distributed and involves multiple
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Fig. 6 Functional decomposition of the Context-Aware Adaptation scenario.

trucks carrying the goods, e.g., to a construction site. In this case, a truck driver
who realizes the delay of some fellow truck may likely be interested in avoiding
the issue, if any, that the fellow truck has encountered.

Let us consider a case in which two agents (alice and bob) play the same
role truckDriver. The two are responsible for reaching the destination with their
respective trucks. We suppose that accountability A(alice, bob, delay(reachDesti-
nation), reachDestination) holds; that is, should a delay2 occur in the achievement of
goal reachDestination, bob would have the right to ask alice an account, if interested.
A complementary relationship, involving bob as a-giver and alice as a-taker holds,
as well.

We can capture both accountabilities by means of the following accountability
agreement, which also specifies that the account includes a reason for the delay,
and a list of roads, that are concerned.

Ac c o u n t a b i l i t y Agreement i d : a aD e l i v e r y
concerns : r e a c hDe s t i n a t i o n
r e que s t i n g cond i t i o n : d e l a y ( r e a c hDe s t i n a t i o n )

Account Template :
must account with : r eason , r oads
r e que s t i n g goa l : r eque s tDe l ayReason
account ing goa l : r epo r tDe l ayRea son

Since alice and bob play the same role in the organization, they will be able to
act both as a-taker or a-giver, depending on the circumstance. To this end, both
the requesting and the accounting goals are included in the mission assigned to
the truckDriver role, that is played by the two agents, as follows.

1 <role−definitions> <role id=”truckDriver”> ... </role−definitions>

2 delay(G) is a keyword encoding an organizational event of unfulfillment of an obligation
concerning goal G, issued towards some responsible agent. We use it as a shortcut for the
formula scheme id(S) & unfulfilled(obligation( , ,done(S,G, ), )).
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2
3 <mission id=”mTruckDriver” min=”2” max=”2”>
4 <goal id=”reachDestination” />
5 <goal id=”requestDelayReason” />
6 <goal id=”reportDelayReason” />
7 </mission>
8
9 <norm id=”n1” type=”obligation” role=”truckDriver” mission=”mTruckDriver” />

Here, the mission cardinality states that exactly two agents should commit to
the mission because the two agents take part to the same delivery. Goal reach-
Destination will have the same cardinality, meaning that it will be considered as
satisfied only when both agents will have achieved it.

The Auditing rule can be applied to realize the account taking behavior needed
for adaptation. The following excerpt of code allows each of the two agents to ask
for an account to the other and react accordingly.

1 +o b l U n f u l f i l l e d ( o b l i g a t i o n (Ag , , done ( , r e a c hDe s t i n a t i o n , Ag ) , ) )
2 : not my name (Ag) & not rou teRep l anned
3 <− ! i n v e s t i g a t eD e l a y .
4
5 +! i n v e s t i g a t eD e l a y
6 : not account ( r ea son (R) )
7 <− goa lAch i e v ed ( r eque s tDe l ayReason ) ;
8 . wa i t ({+account ( ) ) } ) ;
9 ! i n v e s t i g a t eD e l a y .

10
11 +! i n v e s t i g a t eD e l a y
12 : account ( r e a son ( roadworks ) )
13 <− ! updateMap ;
14 +i n v e s t i g a t e d ;
15 ! d e a c t i v a t e .
16
17 +!updateMap
18 : account ( roads ( I ) )
19 <− <add roads I to b l a c k l i s t >.

The first three plans result from the Auditing rule. Suppose one of the agents,
e.g. alice, detects a delay (i.e., a perturbation) in the achievement of the orga-
nizational goal reachDestination by its partner bob (i.e., the unfulfillment of bob’s
obligation). Such a delay activates the accountability agreement between the two,
which allows alice to investigate the reasons of bob’s delay by pursuing the orga-
nizational goal requestDelayReason.

The fourth plan realizes the agent’s recovery strategy to the new situation
it became aware of. It is triggered once the account is available. In the exam-
ple program some roads are added to a black list and avoided. In general, the
agent program will contain many plans (i.e., recovery strategies), for tackling dif-
ferent situations. Finally, the account giving behavior of the two agents can be
programmed by following the Be Accountable rule, as before.

1 +! o b l i g a t i o n (Ag , , done ( , r epo r tDe layReason , Ag ) , ) : my name (Ag)
2 <− ! r epo r tDe l ayRea son ;
3 goa lAch i e v ed ( r epo r tDe l ayRea son ) .
4
5 +! repo r tDe l ayRea son
6 <− g i veAccount ( [ r e a son ( roadworks ) , r oads ( [ ma inSt ree t , f i f t hA v e n u e ] ) ] ) .

It is worth noting that the adaptation could be exploited not only in case of
perturbations, but also in order to take advantage of opportunities that may arise
during the execution. Suppose, for instance that one of the two drivers reaches
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the destination earlier than expected. The partner agent could be interested in
investigating the reasons, e.g., to exploit the same low traffic roads. We can define
an accountability agreement that is similar to the previous one.

Ac c o u n t a b i l i t y Agreement i d : a aD e l i v e r y
concerns : r e a c hDe s t i n a t i o n
r e que s t i n g cond i t i o n : done ( r e a c hDe s t i n a t i o n )

Account Template :
must account with : r eason , r oads
r e que s t i n g goa l : r eque s tQu i ckne s sRea son
account ing goa l : r e po r tQu i ckne s sRea son

Here, the requesting condition denotes the successful achievement of goal reachDe-
stination by some agent. In order to allow the agents take advantage of the oppor-
tunity, the plans, needed for adaptation, are to be slightly modified, as follows.

1 +o b l F u l f i l l e d ( o b l i g a t i o n (Ag , , done ( , r e a c hDe s t i n a t i o n , Ag ) , ) )
2 : not my name (Ag) & not rou teRep l anned
3 <− ! i n v e s t i g a t eQu i c k n e s s .
4
5 +! i n v e s t i g a t eQu i c k n e s s
6 : not account ( r ea son (R) )
7 <− goa lAch i e v ed ( r eque s tQu i ckne s sRea son ) ;
8 . wa i t ({+account ( ) ) } ) ;
9 ! i n v e s t i g a t eQu i c k n e s s .

10
11 +! i n v e s t i g a t eQu i c k n e s s
12 : account ( r e a son ( l owT r a f f i c ) )
13 <− ! t a k eSho r t c u t ;
14 +i n v e s t i g a t e d ;
15 ! d e a c t i v a t e .
16
17 +! t ak eSho r t c u t
18 : account ( roads ( I ) )
19 <− < l e v e r a g e roads I to take a sho r t cu t >.

Now, the first plan is triggered by an obligation fulfillment instead of an un-
fulfillment. By this, the a-taker can leverage the a-giver’s experience to optimize
its journey towards the destination. Adaptation, indeed, is realized by using the
information in the account to take a low traffic shortcut.

6.3 Exception Handling

Problem: In a MAO, the agent detecting an exceptional condition is not usually
in the position for treating it. Accountability supports the realization of excep-
tion handling mechanisms: whenever an exceptional condition occurs, an account
(i.e., exception) concerning that condition is reported by default to the agent(s)
responsible for handling it. Terminologically, the a-giver can be identified as the
exception raiser, the a-taker as the exception handler, and the account amounts to
the raised exception.
Context: An accountability A(x, y, r, u) is defined in the organization between
agent y, responsible for handling some exceptional condition r, that may occur
during the execution of u, and agent x, which can provide the account ũ. We
assume that condition r holds (i.e., an exceptional condition has actually occurred),
and that the account request has been implicitly sent, so the accountability is
Active.
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house built

site prepared
mPrepareSite

site prep contractor
floors laid

mLayFloors

bricklayer
walls built

mBuildWalls

bricklayer

notify site problem
mPrepareSite

site prep contractor

error code: flooding

…..

restore site
mSiteInspection

engineer

remove remains
mSiteInspection

engineer

house owner

mOwner

goal failed
(implicit request)

error code: archaeological remains

Fig. 7 Functional decomposition of the Exception Handling scenario.

Rules: Alert for the a-giver (exception raiser), and Treatment for the a-taker
(exception handler).

Exemplification: Let us consider the house building scenario described in [16].
Here, the organizational goal is to build a house on a plot, involving multiple
companies that contribute on specific goals, as shown in Figure 7. For instance,
site preparation must be completed before any other step. Should a failure occur
in the achievement of this goal, the whole house construction could not proceed.
It is, thus, important to foresee a suitable strategy to deal with a possible failure
of this goal. Indeed, depending on the reasons for the failure, different recovery
actions could be applicable. We can effectively target this eventuality by specifying
the following accountability agreement.

Ac c o u n t a b i l i t y Agreement i d : aaHouse
concerns : s i t e P r e p a r e d
r e que s t i n g cond i t i o n : f a i l u r e ( s i t e P r e p a r e d )

Account Template :
must account with : e r r o rCode
account ing goa l : n o t i f y S i t eP r o b l em
t reatment goa l : r e s t o r e S i t e

when : e r r o rCode ( f l o o d i n g )
t reatment goa l : removeRemains

when : e r r o rCode ( a r c h a e o l o g i c a lR ema i n s )

The agreement specifies that an account (exception) must be provided (raised)
every time a failure in the achievement of goal sitePrepared occurs, and it amounts
to an error code. Two different treatments are included, to be applied depending
on the provided error code.

By taking responsibility for the accounting goal notifySiteProblem, the compa-
nyX agent (playing the site prep contractor role and already in charge of site
preparation) becomes exception raiser. Similarly, the agent playing the engineer
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role, by taking responsibility for the treatment goals, can be identified as exception
handler. The Alert rule guides the writing of companyX.

1 −! s i t e P r e p a r e d
2 <− g o a l F a i l e d ( s i t e P r e p a r e d ) .
3
4 +ob l i g a t i o n (Ag , , done ( , n o t i f y S i t eP r ob l em , Ag ) , ) : my name (Ag)
5 <− ! n o t i f y S i t eP r o b l em ;
6 goa lAch i e v ed ( n o t i f y S i t eP r o b l em ) .
7
8 +! no t i f y S i t eP r o b l em
9 <− < r e t r i e v e f a i l u r e r e a son R>;

10 g i veAccount ( [ e r r o rCode (R ) ] ) .

The first plan, triggered when the internal goal sitePrepared fails, notifies the
failure to the organizational infrastructure through the goalFailed(...) primi-
tive. The other plans are analogous to the ones foreseen by the Be Accountable
rule. The only difference is that, the obligation to pursue the accounting goal is
issued as soon as the failure is signaled within the organization, since an account
request is assumed implicit.

Conversely, the following excerpt of code shows the Treatment rule applied to
the engineer agent. Here two plans, targeting the two different treatment goals
specified in the agreement, are defined.

1 +ob l i g a t i o n ( o b l i g a t i o n (Ag , , done ( , r e s t o r e S i t e , Ag ) , ) )
2 : my name (Ag) & account ( e r r o rCode ( f l o o d i n g ) )
3 <− <remove water and per fo rm f i x >;
4 goa lR e l e a s e d ( s i t e P r e p a r e d ) ;
5 goa lAch i e v ed ( r e s t o r e S i t e ) .
6
7 +ob l i g a t i o n ( o b l i g a t i o n (Ag , , done ( , removeRemains , Ag ) , ) )
8 : my name (Ag) & account ( e r r o rCode ( a r c h a e o l o g i c a lR ema i n s ) )
9 <− <remove rema ins v e r y c a r e f u l l y >;

10 goa lAch i e v ed ( removeRemains ) ;
11 r e s e tG o a l ( s i t e P r e p a r e d ) . // ano the r attempt can be made

The first plan is triggered when the provided account denotes that the failure is
due to a flooding. In this case, the treatment includes water removal in order to
restore the site. Once the exception has been handled, the initial goal sitePrepared
is marked as released through operation goalReleased(...), provided by the ex-
tended organizational infrastructure. By doing so, the agent states that the failure
has been solved and the house construction can proceed. The second plan, in turn,
is activated if the failure is due to the finding of some archaeological remains.
Here, the exception is handled by removing the remains and by resetting goal
sitePrepared, so that another attempt can be made in site preparation.

These three scenarios demonstrate the usefulness of accountability in a wide
range of situations. In exception handling, in particular, the social structure real-
ized by accountability, orthogonal to the functional decomposition of the organiza-
tional task, is exploited for conveying an account (i.e., an exception) to the agent
apt to handle it. Approaching exception handling in this way has many advantages.
First of all, the solution relies on the abstractions of agent-based architectures (e.g.,
goals, beliefs, norms, etc.), and does not need any special structure dedicated to
the management of exceptions. In addition, the overall system enjoys low coupling
and high cohesiveness, two desirable software engineering properties [33,36,44].
Low coupling is gained since agents dependence is limited to the exchange of an
exception, specified as Account Template within the organization. High cohesive-
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ness, instead, is obtained by ascribing the tasks of raising and handling exceptions
to the agents that have the right functionalities to accomplish them.

7 Discussion and Related Works

Building upon suggestions from many works, we have defined a constructive tech-
nical framework of accountability (Definition 8) for supporting the realization of
robust multiagent organizations, and we have illustrated how the framework can
be mapped onto the JaCaMo agent platform and leveraged for practical agent
programming. Accountability legitimates the a-taker to ask for an account, and
creates the expectation that the a-giver will provide a meaningful account. The
meaningfulness of the account is grounded on the structural dimension of ac-
countability. This is the distinctive feature of accountability compared to other
social relationships like business contracts and social commitments, which only
yield obligations to do something; in other words, they present only a normative
dimension.

The proposal features a clear separation of concerns: at design time the kinds
of perturbation of interest are identified; how these are actually handled, however,
depends on the specific plans (or behaviors) implemented by the agents (known
only at runtime), playing organizational roles. Moreover, our proposal is useful
to handle perturbations that cannot be properly addressed by a single agent. In
many cases, the agent that detects a perturbation is not aware of the global context
(e.g., how the perturbation may indirectly affect tasks of other agents), and has no
power for fixing the problem. On the other hand, the agent that could handle the
perturbation has no access to the situation where the perturbation has occurred.
Accountability is the means through which an account about a perturbation is
reported to the agent who is responsible for treating that perturbation. In some
way, accountability complements the plan failure mechanism of JaCaMo (where
failure is tackled by an agent locally), because it enables a sort of escalation of a
failure.

The relevance of accountability in the design of agent organizations has been
also highlighted in [22,49], where the authors posit that interaction is the central
notion around which a MAS should be designed. In particular, in their proposal
agent interactions should only occur via social protocols, that specify social re-
lationships via normative expectations (e.g., commitments, authorizations, prohi-
bitions). Norms and organizations are, therefore, strictly related to each other:
an organization is defined via norms, and a norm is defined in an organization
[49]. Accountability emerges as an (implicit) directed relationship between agents,
reflecting the legitimate expectations induced by the norms. Agents are, in fact,
accountable for such expectations: they are free to violate them, but, then, they
could be asked to account for their choice, and possibly be sanctioned. Contrary
to our proposal, accountability in [22] is not explicitly modeled as a first-class
notion. Rather, it is the consequence of the commitments taken on by the agents.
Moreover, the structural dimension of accountability is not taken into account,
thus there is no conceptual support in the definition of feedback chains that, as we
have shown, are essential to convey sound accounts to the most competent agents
in distributed scenarios.
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Also our proposal takes for granted the existence of an organization as a context
within which norms, including accountability, are defined. However, in [22,49] the
organization is just a set of norms, that specify the expected, correct behaviors of
the agents. In our case, instead, an organization is set up to achieve a complex goal;
its purpose is to define a structure for distributing responsibilities among agents
and allow the coordination of their activities. In this sense, the organization is
a shared environment, which provides the agents artifacts for their coordination.
The execution of tasks is carried out in a distributed manner by the agents, that
play roles in the organization, and are autonomous and opaque to each other. The
agents focus on organization artifacts, and in this way become aware of obligations,
amounting to goals they should achieve. It is worth noting that the autonomy of
the agents is preserved since, as in [22], agents are free to violate expectations by
not discharging their obligations.

This work sets the ground for several future directions. First, it represents a
general schema that can be tailored to specific applications, as illustrated in Sec-
tion 6, e.g., to realize an exception handling mechanism in agent organizations, by
constraining the way in which agents produce and consume accounts. The current
proposal builds robustness on top of a given distribution of responsibility, but we
mean to extend the study to the cases where responsibilities may change along
time, either by effect of the received accounts or due to external circumstances;
e.g., an agent leaving the organization or a bottleneck that is identified and solved
by splitting some responsibilities among many agents. Another future direction of
work concerns the realisation of tools that can support the work of actual organi-
zations, like the mentioned UNDP, by combining accountability frameworks with
oversight policies. This case is more general than the one we have tackled because
accounts will often concern performances, and taking advantage of opportunities
is also a concern.

In software engineering, robustness is considered a key property of software sys-
tems [40], and is usually gained by ensuring (at design time) that “exceptional”
events will be reported to those software components which have the means for
handling them properly. As pinned out in [45], traditional exception handling ap-
proaches, however, do not fit some key characteristics of multiagent systems, like
openness, heterogeneity, agent encapsulation, and distribution. In particular, they
usually assume that software components are collaborative, and that their code can
be inspected while handling some given exception. But introspection is often im-
possible when dealing with agents, and collaboration cannot be given for granted.
[45] suggests that an exception handling mechanism for multiagent systems should
leverage both on the proactivity of agents, and on the environment in which agents
are situated. Nevertheless, a few authors faced the problem of modeling exceptions
in an agent-based system. Among them, [42] relies on commitment-based proto-
cols, while [35] proposes an obligation-based approach for exception handling in
interaction protocols. Some insight on how accountability and responsibility can
support the realization of an exception handling mechanism in a multiagent envi-
ronment can be found in [4,5,14].

In [21,22] the authors explain how, within Socio-Technical Systems, account-
ability plays a fundamental role in balancing the principals’ autonomy: a principal
can decide to violate any expectation for which it is accountable, however, by way
of accountability the principal would be held to account about that violation.
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Accountability is recognized as a value for developing software also in [24],
where a proposal complementary to ours is made. There, the authors focus on an-
swer production in presence of an accountability relationship, tacking questions:
how to properly define the temporal window to consider? Which pieces of informa-
tion are relevant in this time interval? Which questions are suitable to be asked in
this setting? The account giving agent produces an answer in terms of its internal
mechanisms. The proposal, however, does not provide the organizational view of
the system of interacting agents and does not tackle robustness and exceptions.

In [23], accountability enables the process of norms adaptation by feeding out-
comes back into the design-phase. In this approach, the account is a justification of
an agent’s norm-violating behavior. This is a different understanding of accounts
than ours because, for us, account givers are not rule violators: they meet pertur-
bations, and provide information about the encountered situations. The account
takers, on their hand, will interpret the received accounts – possibly combining
them with further information provided by other agents or that simply belongs
to the callee’s level. The adaptation process in [23], that consists in norm modi-
fication, however, can be seen as a kind of robustness. Our objective is different:
we do not target norm modification, but the achievement of the organizational
goal despite the occurrence of perturbations. The two approaches are not in con-
trast, rather, they complement each other. They are both exemplifications of the
perspective put forward in [1], for which a property of a system is robust if it is
invariant with respect to a set of perturbations. The difference lies in the type of
perturbations the two approaches aim at.

Finally, MOCA [9] provides an information model of accountability, that cap-
tures the kind of facts that must be available to allow the identification of account-
givers in certain situation of interest. The model is given in Object-Role Modeling
(ORM) [37] due to the relational nature of the represented concepts, and enables
automatic verification of consistency The information model is centered around
two basic concepts: just expectation and control. Just expectation is intended as
the mutual awareness and acceptance of an accountability relationships between
the involved a-giver and a-taker. Control, instead, is intended as the power, possi-
bly exerted indirectly by means of other agents, of achieving a condition of inter-
est. The normative and structural dimensions of accountability, that characterize
our proposal, respectively capture these two features. Through the normative di-
mension, agents are aware of the obligations they may be subjected as a-givers,
and what permissions they have as a-takers. The structural dimension, instead,
grounds accountability relationships over an explicit assumption of responsibility
by the agents, that we interpret as a declaration of direct control.
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